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Tender Notice

Tenders are invited from interested & reputed Book shops for supply of books on the following
subjects , written in Bengali/Hindi/English languages, to Victoria Memorialhall, Kolkata .

1. Indian history ( mainly modern but some medieval may be included also ) .

2. World global history
3. Art history ( Indian mainly but can also include books on classic traditions of Western and East

Asian Art) .

4. Museum/Heritage studies ..
5. General topics like Constitution , Democracy , National Leaders ,Indian Culture , Folk traditions etc.

Rates should be quoted inclusive of all the charges i.e. taxes , delivery charges (delivery is to be
made at this office ) etc., if any . Besides, photo copy of PAN Card is also to be furnished . The
tenderers will have to submit list of books , with prices, available with them for scrutiny by the
selection committee formed by VMH for the purpose . The tenderers will have to quote the rate of
concession they may provide on the prices of the books . It may also be noted that they may be
required to supply specimen copies (returnable)of the books for examination by the selection
committee for evaluation and selection .

The specimen copies are returnable after process of selection is over .

The tenders must be submitted in sealed cover superscribed “Tender for supply of Books “ and
addressed to Secretary & Curator ,Victoria Memorial Hall, 1, Queen’s way , Kolkata — 700 071 . The

bEare to be dropped in the tender box kept for the purpose in New Administrative Building

Sid p.m on..~F...December, 2022 and the same will be opened on the same day at
rererreeeneneas in presence of such tenderers or their represantatives who wish to remain present.
The right to accept or reject any or all the tenders without assigning any reason is reserved to the
Authority. <
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